cosmological and cultural significance. 4 it was also the home of several rare animal species, lichens and grasses, flowering plants such as the Palo Loco, agaves, and various species of pines and oaks that took advantage of the scarce water and the dust that accumulated in the cracks and crevices of the lava� native Mexicans had sought refuge from their spanish colonizers in the area, and in the early part of the twentieth century revolutionaries hid there from the forces they finally overthrew. Untouched by European imperialism, El Pedregal was often referred to as a new eden and equated with the ancient heart of Mexico� infused with ideas of death and regeneration as well as resistance to persecution, el Pedregal seemed ideally suited to house the new campus that carried the mandate to fulfill the democratic educational goals of the revolution.
Within these ambitious and lofty goals the architects charged with designing the university's master plan, enrique del Moral, Mario Pani, and Mauricio Campos, explained their objectives as easing "the relationship between departments and creating physical and pedagogical unity for the convenience of students, professors, and researchers�" 5 Many complex ambitions and symbolic decisions belied that humble explanation, however� for example, the UnAM's distribution of building commissions to 140 architects was an expression of the Mexican revolution's aim to redistribute the country's resources that stood in sharp contrast to the construction of the contemporary Universidad Central de Venezuela which was charged to just one architect: Carlos raúl Villanueva� the layout of the different schools on the UnAM campus was indebted to the superblock concept� initially introduced at the end of the nineteenth century in Britain by the garden City Movement and adopted by the Modern Movement in the early twentieth century, superblocks were larger than traditional urban blocks and featured pedestrian-only public grounds in the center� le Corbusier, who disseminated the idea through his writings, designed his superblocks with strict, rational, orthogonal street layouts� the street system at the UnAM, however, was configured organically around the lava formations. The Scholastic area, the best known and most interesting of the Ciudad Universitaria (CU) zones, was situated along an east-west axis bound at its western end by the north-south running Avenida de los insurgentes and at its eastern edge by the school of Medicine� A large public space 6 flanked on the south by the humanities buildings and on the north by the sciences wing glued the different departments and structures together� (fig� 1) the placement of the buildings around this space was organized symbolically� the school of Medicine, designed by roberto Alvarez espinoza, ramón torres, and Pedro ramírez, for example, linked the north and south wings to denote the discipline's reliance on both the sciences and the humanities� in a similar vein, the placement of the school of science at the center of the university was intended to suggest that scientific knowledge was the key to
Mexico's future�
Ultimately it was the adherence of the building designs to some of the principles of the Modern Movement around a large plaza (campus) rather than the content laden symbolic relationships that held the university together compositionally� By using a style that had been imported from europe, the campus forms provided an advanced and technologically progressive image and gave a sense of departure from the spanish colonial past� iconic features of the Modern Movement such as horizontal windows, flat roofs, covered walks, and pilotis were While the stadium recalled the Pre-Columbian pyramids and the volcanoes of the Mexican landscape, the CU was in some ways reminiscent of le Corbusier's 1936 plan for the University Photo courtesy of UnAM� of Brazil� Although he had generated inspired but unrealistic propositions for some of the continent's cities, when confronted with a real commission le Corbusier developed a project that, while never realized, became highly influential. The first designs for the UNAM seemed uncannily similar to the swiss architect's design� not only did the plans for both universities share similar layouts, they were also sited in valleys set against a backdrop of not-too-distant mountains� 12 in both schemes, the department of Medicine was at the head of the axial composition, and a prominent vertical library building was set in the center� Both projects also featured pedestrianfriendly public spaces and a major circulation network that crossed the campus, linking the university to the city�
Orthogonally placed in relation to its long northern side, the first design for the UNAM, for the most part, critics have overlooked this important evolution and its link back to the hispanic tradition of space-making which privileged enclosure over movement� in this respect, the design was actually at odds with the UnAM's professed ambition to create a Pre-Hispanic plazas were configured by monumental, free-standing buildings situated in dynamic spatial relationships to each other while maintaining a strong relationship to the larger landscape� the neo-hispanic plaza, by contrast, featured modest buildings, with the exception of the church, and was arranged so as to achieve a sense of static enclosure� While architects and scholars have argued that the Mexican character of the UnAM was provided by its direct connection to the Pre-hispanic past, the hybridized plaza that emerged after the conquest may be the more appropriate and clearer precedent to cite� in fact, el campus, the main public space at the UnAM is a large-scale stepped and enclosed space not unlike the spaces created by the 
